GARY, CINDY, JOSIE:
Gary and Josie are cops. They are married. They both hate Cindy.
Cindy is one of those bad girls who comes to town for money and
love in that order. She has not been as successful as Lila and has
managed to alienate everybody in town. She is trying to get out of
town before someone really hurts her when she stops at this
restaurant and there is Gary and Josie. Gary seizes the opportunity
and drags Cindy out on these docks (in the back of the restaurant).
When he confronts Cindy she is pretty scared and tries to apologize,
but Josie joins them and now we find out how much Josie hates
Cindy. Cindy is trapped.
The truth is this: Back story: Gary was on assignment and was in a
mine when it collapsed. They called Josie and told her to get there
as fast as possible, they didn't know if Gary would survive. Josie
rushes to the scene with Gary's brother. When they get there, they
are told Gary is dead. In their grief, Josie and Gary's brother make
love. THEN, Gary is not dead. Flash forward: Josie finds out she's
pregnant and the timing works out that it is Gary's brother's baby.
Cindy finds out about this and blackmails Josie. The two women
have a fight on these very docks and Josie goes in the water and
loses the baby. Josie eventually tellls Gary the whole truth and all is
forgiven.
At another point in time, Cindy is accused of a murder and she
points the finger at Gary. Gary is under suspicion for a while and
removed from the police force for a while. Obviously, this casts
aspersions on his integrity and as a cop he feels that will never
leave him.
So, Gary and Josie really wish harm on Cindy and they have her
trapped on these docks behind a restaurant.

